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Red Army Approaches Germany

Roosevelt: An Appraisal
Roosevelt will run again.
There had been little doubt about it.
Some thought that in a sensational move the
President might send word to the Democratic national convention in Chicago that
he wished to be relieved of the presidency.
If he had done so he would have been nominated anyway, If he had htld up his acceptance until a vice president was nominated he
might have controlled that selection. He has
chosen the wiser course, showing Mr. Roosevelt's competence and gift for politics, for
statesmanship and public office. He has a
discerning, incisive approach to public
problems. That is why he has been an invaluable (though we shall never make the
mistake of saying indispensable) president
of the United States in the nation's hour of
crisis.
Why should any man run for a fourth
term as President of the United States?
Isn't there always an emergency? Is Mr.
Roosevelt, as Herbert Brownell Jr., the almost unknown Republican national,. chairman, charges, using the post of commanderin-chief of the armed forces in time of war
to prepetuate himself in office?
These are fair questions and questions
that ought to be discussed and submitted to
the electorate of the country. They ought to
be discussed fairly and openly and not in a
whispering campaign that will picture Mr.
Roosevelt as "King Roosevelt I," or as
establishing the Roosevelt dynasty through
"the Fourth New Deal," or and old, quarrelsome, enfeebled man bolstered into his
office by a power grabbing cabal or Palace
Girard.
The United States is constitutionally and
historically a republic. "Now we have a republic," said one signer of the Constitution,
"If we can keep it." Keeping a republic depends on many things. It depends partly upon laws, partly upon men, partly upon the
ballot and partly upon the intelligence and
the vigor with which the right of suffrage
is exercised. The right of soldiers to vote is
essentially a part of the vigor and intelligence of the suffrage of the electorate. Mr.
Roosevelt saw this. Many Americans, just
as patriotic and just as sincere in their convictions, just didn't see this point.
Mr. Roosevelt came into office at a time
when the nation was suffering from the
gloom of a depression. The streets of cities
shook with the march of the unemployed.
Farms were desolate. Forced sales were
caused by bankruptcies. The disconsolate
and the downtrodden who had gone to
Washington to protest had been driven out
at the point of a bayonet.
The program that was launched brought
recovery before the war broke. It required
large government spending. It created armies of jobholders at the expense of the government. It encroached upon private busi-

ness as it had flourished under Coolidge and
been saved, against all else, by Herbert
Hoover.
The farm program that was developed was
not wholly a Roosevelt program. It was
written by Congress at the urgent request
of farmers, to uphold prices by loans against
parity to create floors on the value of farm
products. It encouraged labor by creating
jobs and dividing work through a large
number of restrictions. Through the Wage
and Hour laws and high tax programs complications were introduced that hamstrung
business, risk capital was discouraged and
the administration of many of the programs
launched introduced a bureau-cracy that
has vexed the country.
But when war came this country was
strong and it was united.
There is a heavy debt and taxes are high
but the war has been financed without difficulity in the sales of war bonds, without
the collapse of the tax structure, without
delay in financing the miracle of production
which has put bombers and fighters over
Europe and the Pacific islands in fantastic
numbers, built a Navy and supplied and equipped the armed forces beyond all dreams.
Rationing has harassed many and Black
Markets have flourished in some places but
on the whole this nation has gone through a
year and a half of war without distress,
without scarcity which has caused real suffering. The armies have been supplied and
Lend Lease has carried gigantic resources
to the Allies who have hurled their might
against the enemy.
Total, global war has forced many problems that are wholly different from those
that faced the growing nation that recovered from the War Between the States slowly
and through grim processes. Geographically
the United States is now an empire. Geared
for war it is a military nation now, at war.
Its existence is still at stake in winning
victory in the war.
When the peace is written it may determine whether for centuries to come there
will be a world in which a republic can dare
to pursue "life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness" in the true American manner.
This can't be done unless a secure peace can
be won at the council table.
The United States knows from history
what will happen, as in 1920, if it repudiates
the policies which it has espoused through
President Roosevelt's leadership since the
Alantic Charter brought this country into
co-operation with other nations to perpetuate peace and freedom after winning the
war.
Can Roosevelt win where Woodrow Wilson failed and Herbert Hoover failed? We do
not know. But this "last, best hope" is
worth trying.
(Tom R. Underwood, in the Lexington
Herald)

What It Means

The Importance Of Firepower
By Junes D. White
(Associated Press Features)

Washington — Undersecretary of War
Patterson said the other day that AngloAmerican armies on the Norman beachhead
were approaching a point where_ they would
have four times the firepower the Germans
have.
The German army is no amateur when it
comes to massing firepower, but the truly
remarkable thing about our fire superiority
in Normandy is that it was brought in over
flat beaches and across the English Channel.
"Firepower is the killing end of the business," added Patterson.
It's what enables you to shoot a German
with your eight-shot automatic Garand rifle
before he picks you off with his gun, which
has less firepower. It enables you to blast out
the enemy before he can throw enough to
blast you out. Superior firepower can hold
the enemy down from a distance and keep
him from counterattacting and throwing
you out on your neck.
From Saipan, AP correspondent Rembert
James reported that American firepower
reversed the historic military ratio of
casualties on that bloody island. In the first
14 days of fighting the Americans buried
1,474 of their own dead, but buried 4,951
Japanese. This does not count a lot of dead
the Japanese buried themselves to conceal
their losses.
Subsequently in Washington, the Navy
announced that at the close of all organized
opposition on Saipan, American dead totalled 2,369 and the Japanese 11,498—a ratio of
almost 5 to 1.
Military thinkers traditionally have figured that an attacking force, striking a welldug-in enemy, would suffer three times as
many casualties as the defending force. On
pan, American firepower was so great
t the defending Japanese paid approxitely 5 to 1 in casulties against the attacking and more exposed Americans.
Soldiers have no doubts about what fire-

power means and recognize its implications
instantly. Germans surrendering on the
Norman battlefields may be cocky when
they give up, but by the time they have
marched to the rear through the acres of
heavy stuff the Americans are bringing up,
they often are despondent. They realize that
Allied armies there have such firepower
superiority that the German battle is hopeless. This reaction by surrendering Germans
has been reported many times.
From Normandy, AP correspondent Don
Whitehead reported that during a minute of
the drive on St. Lo he tried to count the detonations of American heavy guns firing
from his position. He said he gave up when
the count reached 70, and the explosions
were coming so fast they mingled.
Firepower includes everything that goes
bang—rifles, grenades, mortars, big and
little artillery, rockets and aerial bombs. The
more you send the enemy the less he can hit
back and the sooner he'll quit.
But the big stuff is increasingly important in this war, as exemplified by the Russians who mass their artillery almost hub to
hub for miles when they start a big drive.
This is why the War Department has
ordered an increase of several hundred per
cent in the production of heavy shells. The
announced purpose is to provide unprecedented massed firepower for American forces
in combat zones.
Another reason is that you can replace
the tons and tons of shells fired on the
enemy. You can't replace the men.
11111
Only by uniting our full strength with
the full strength of the other free peoples
of the world have we moved from the defensive to the offensive, from defeats to
victories, By maintaining our unity now
we shall certainly achieve. final victory. By
dontinuing odt UnItrafter the War we can
assure a peace in which mankind can live
and work and worship in peace, freedom
and security.—President Franklin D. Roosevelt.
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From what I hear on the streets,
a good many of our citizens . . even
those who were formerly among
our most enthusiastic addicts, are
getting cured of carnivals. The one
which ended a week's stay here last
Saturday night seems to hava helped
materially to effect this change of
heart and left good many folks
right peevish.
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But carnivals won't be cured of
Princeton so long as they are permitted to show here by paying a
low license fee . . .and their main
reliance, "games of chance", in
which the patrons have no chance
at all, are permitted to operata.
And, in passing, The Leader received commendaion last weekend
because the carnival's advertisement did not appear in this paper
. . . which was entirely unmerited,
since we were NOT afferea this
business. The news that th.s newspaper is opposed to wide open
carnivals has, apparently, traveled.
If any of you husbands are figuring on doing some house-cleaning
in the "Little Woman's absence,
be advised against careless use of
washing powders. It came my turn
to mop a very dirty kitchen linoleum Saturday afternoon.
11111
It was about 5:15 o'clock and I
thought the job would take about
15 minutes. I got a large box of soap
powder from the pantry shelf,
sprinkled it liberally on the floor
and attacked with plenty of hot water and a mop. Well, in less time
than it takes to write it, I was in
the middle of as many bubbles as
a movie star taking a bubble bath.
It took an hour and a half to mop
up the mess . . . but the alineoleurn
was plenty clean!
Rotary-Kiwanis picnic in Satterfield Bottom today is renewal of an
annual event which did much to
cement individual and group friendships and to channel civic activities
into highly cooperative ways here.
Nowhere is there less friction, more
pulling together between the cocalled service clubs than in Princeton.
"Army" Armstrong, beneficiary of
an invitation to attend the fine feed
S. J. Lowry worked up for his
War Fund chairmen and top workers, ate heartily . . then beat it,
before the speeches. Quite a guy,
this Armstrong; for altho seemingly a modest, retiring sort of lad, he
is somehow able to put his own
speeches over without having to listen to any.
Joe Cummins told brother Kelsey
Monday "Well, we didn't fare so
badly an our efforts to sell to the
State. Another concern got the gas
contract ... but we got the air."
Again your reporter was impressed by sincerity at the War Fund
meeting. Presentation of the campaign program, reasons for it, etc.,
was made, and quite adequately, by
a professional; then "Conie" took
over and really put the urge into
those present to do big things for
the War Fund by the
simple
straight-from-the-heart talk he made.
Thal Caldwell county folk are
horse minded like all other true
Kentuckians was exemplified this
week when it became known that
several persons here have bought
saddle and walking horses to enter
In the County Fair and Horse Show,
August 24-25.
And the purchase of a ,fine saddle
mare by Ben Adams, of Hopkins.9/

winning a blue ribbon (if he can)
at the Caldwell event was widely
published in daily newspapers last
week-end.
From widely separated sections of
the State there came to my desk
this week reports of "pirating" of
newspaper workers from little offices and shops by the bigger fellows.
Very hard to take, I know from experience; but there is absolutely
nothing that will keep a newspaper
guy from yearning for bigger fields
and larger pastures in which to
show his genius, come wars, hellfire or whatnot.
This is a period of severest strain
upon all community newspapers.
Too few skilled workers, many jobs
offering bigger pay than we can afford. etc. Worst feature of the whole
thing to us is that we cannot do the
work offered, must disappoint
friends and long-time, appreciated
to
declining
customers . . . often
accept their jobs rather than to fail
to make delivery when desired.
Reciting an old axiom in a somewhat different way, Rays of SunHappiness is that
shine says:
peculiar sensation which you acquire
when you are too busy to be miserable.

America In Wartime

WPAis Death Roll: 25
By'Jack Stinnett
(Associated Press Features)
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Projects administration
administration
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two once
In the last weeks, these
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appearance. WPA
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of two
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amazing
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deThose records certainly will
histoserve a place in the nation's
Congressry, for coupled with the
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ional Record and the speeches
and
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from
made
con
and
microphones, they present a picture
al efof one of the most controversi
forts of the New Deal.
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On the one hand there was
by
forth
put
ever
program
greatest
its
any nation to make work for
the
millions of hungry jobless. On
other were all the charges of "boondoggling," graft, politics and wasteful extravagance which anti-New
Dealers levelled against that program. Perhaps those records someday
will provide the answer to the question of whether the New Deal or its
opponents were right.
It's more likely that no one will
ever take the trouble to dig through
and digest them—at least not until

another depression rolls ar
vide new New Dealer.
perience of their pi al, a
In the midst of global
would be pretty hard
to a::
argument over whether th,
the past has to be unearthia
wide art project, the WPA
the raking of leaves and th,
of dirt were good or bad fa
tional economy and th.
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Although billions are still
out for the war effort, the eeo
minded members of Congress
getting a little satisfaction out a
folding of WPA and PWA.
mer is turning back to the
around $130,000,000 in me
funds and the latter about ten
lions.
On paper, at least, PWA
made a little profit on its boadt
the process of financing worts
jects, PWA bought appro '
$825,000,000 of county and in •
bonds that neither bankers nor'
viduals in those days wanted
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Like the millions who once
on WPA rolls and eniployed by
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was all over The day their
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THINK ON THIS
Statistics provide evidence that
giving to the Church in the United
States of America has been in an
ascending scale. Certainly this is a
beneficial but let us be aware that
it is not symbolic necessarily of any
greater loyalty to religious faith.
Our Master was very careful to
point out the type of giving which
was motivated by the Spirit of the
Kingdom; that is, the giving out of
one's own need, not out of the excess of one's overstuffed coffers.
You will recall readily the case
in question. Jesus was standing, with
His disciples, at the gate of custom
in the temple while very rich men
placed their offerings, in great pomp
and display, and one, a very poor
woman, placed her very small gift
beside the larger, in humility and
out of her own want.
A careful analysis would, I believe, lead us to the conclusion that
the excess giving of this era is not
at the cost of real sacrifice, but the
result of larger incomes with less
outlet for money. And I write this
with no bitterness in my heart but
only that we may all understand
that giving to the Lord Jesus Christ
and His Kingdom is not to be on a

John N. F
percentage basis ever-10
20 percent, or even 50 percent
Only when a man gives all
he has is he truly making a pie
offering to his Savior, for that
the kind of offering He made
each of us. Let me be very cier
this does not mean that the S
of His Kingdom insists that
Sunday and the following S '
you drop your week's pay ewe'
into the offering plate, no! This
what Jesus demands—that we
good stewards of al? the pos
He has made possible for us to
for when the final analysis is
plete; we have because He gave
And so, this larger giving, a •
dent, is not necessarily repr
tive of a larger faith. Giving to
Lord can not be measured by
silver and the paper that
through the Church treasuries;
can only be truly understood at
sacrificial level of men's lives.
When we, like the rich young.
ier, have heard the req
Jesus would lay upon us if we are
be His own, and have accepted
obligation , then and then only
we truly made the supreme off
tiesP, sibili
........• ,

There Must Be
A Reason Why-70% Of the men of our armed forces prefer

MILK
PASTEURIZED MILK is the
only milk the government will

YES, our fighting forces choose
milk for the number one beverage because it's refreshing,

serve to its fighting men.

nourishing, body-building and
energy-producing . . . it contains only constructive elements, things that help to win.

Enjoy the flavorful goodness of a cold glass of pasteurized milk every day and see

You'll do a better job when

he
shtorowng itandkeeps

you drink pasteurized milk!

feeling

healthy.

Princeton Cream and Butter Co.
B. T.
BAUM, Prop.
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One Hog, Three Hearts

Trial Opens

(By Associated .-'re,,$)
Canon City, Colo. — Pat Alaring. Despite its three hearts, the
then another, and still another
from the big hog ne was dressing Despite its three hearts, the
nr,g had lived a normal life be
Is e being sent to slaughter.
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By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics
j. F. Graham
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News From The Past

Mark Cunningham, Agt.

Have a"Coke"=You're home again

.•.or getting back among the folks
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painted vralls, wallboard, basomoot
walla.
DRIES IN ONE HOUR ... room rimy
b• occupied immediately.
MIXES WITH WATER .. tamesHoe or solvents needed.
WASHES EASILY . . . with ordiaary
well cleaner'.

rvice Insurance
Agency
INSURANCE OF ALL
KINDS
. C. Sparks
Glenn E. Farmer
Sam Koltinsky

STYLE CUIDE1
ma COLOR
borrow—FREEI
Yours, to

See hundreds of
homes, rooms —
all in beautiful,
true-to-life color I

Sianwm-Waumws
PAINT and COLOR
STYLE GUIDE

... round the clock and round the calendar,
Ruby Reports in timely sequence to thrill Sport Page enthusiasts

S-W ENAMEL
UNDERCOATER
S-W FLOOR
$3.50 gal.
ENAMEL
S-W PORCH
$3.65 gal.
PAINT
S-W VARNISH...
65c qt.
REMOVER

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

SEMI-LUSTRE

ENAMELOID

4ARL RUBY ... Sports Editor of The Courier-Journal, plays to a full
T1
gallery of sporting males. It's a great life, Earl agrees, though a bit
strenuous at times. No arm-chair philosopher, he actively covers the
Sports front. Busier than a bird dog on opening day of quail season, Earl
takes to the field and points up significant features of baseball, high school
and intercollegiate basket and football, fishing, racing and hunting ..
in fact, every sport engaged in according to established rules. That's why
we rarely see Earl hatless ... he's always on the run!

r

Editor of America's most complete Sports Section outside the three
major metropolitan centers, Ruby says it's people who make sports
interesting ... however, he likes to give readers an occasional flashback to
the origin of main sporting events.
A native son, Earl began doing spot reporting in 1921, after school hours
at Du Pont Manual High, continuing through years at University of Louisville and Jefferson School of Law. Then Ruby took a flyer as Sports Editor
of The Ashland Independent before returning here as full-time sports
writer. His natural interest, experience, and the law of averages, eventually
led to the "big chair" of sports. Popular features of "Ruby's Report" are
"Kentuckianities," always chockful of names, and "Questions and Answers,"
which, measured by the mail bag, pulls the most box-office. Only a fraetion
of his letters break into print.., the rest are answered personally by the
Starts Editor himself.
_

QUICK-DRYING INUVAIL
Brighten-up furniture, woodwork,
toys and,tools
with this easy-to.me, quick-drying
one-cost enamel.

SHERWIN-WILLIAMS

SWP NOOSE PRINT
your garments left
for cleaning.
In this manner, you will get
WIRE HANGER back with
our garments, and protect
our cleaning from wrinkling.

Your horn. le
your biggest and
b•s t investment.
Protect it more
thoroughly, la•tingly, with America's favorite
house paint!

Short Pants
Sizes 8 to 12

98c

Finkel's Fair Store

Ruby scores a homok-run daily for the embleachersfun of sports fans who follow him

Mit Tottritr-Aourtud
READ IN 2 OUT OF 3 KENTUCKIANA HOMES
Nowt Nese York Times War Sewing ... Complete Foreign and
Domestic Coverage

Page Two
Thursday, July 20,
Market Steady Monday,
40 Men, Women In Stock
More Fine Horses
Cattle Higher
Uniform Ask For
Absentee Ballots
Caldwe Citizen

Deaths-Funerals Two Highways Are

Quarry Operator Ends
Own Life At Hopkinaville

(By Associated Press)
(Continued from Page One)
The market was steady with
Hopkinsvilie.—M. G. Moore,
last week's sales at the Prince- entries of horses, mules and Carney L. Eldridge
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Eldridge,
56, stone quarry operator, was
ton Livestock yards Monday,'it colts are'urged to start now prefound dead in his office here
Fredonia, received word July 4
Smithla
nd-luka
Strip
paring
animals
their
for
the
was reported by Dugan OrdMonday of self-inflicted shotof the reath of their son, Carney
And Cadiz-P'ton
way, manager. Stock cattle sold competition, so as to have them
ll
s In
wounds, State Highway Pagun
Eldridge
Leon
, 28, who was
peak condition and appearRoad Surfaced
trolman Doris Foster reported.
Service Showing Keen for 50 cents or more higher. in
killed
by
an
electric
shock,
ance.
and
Two principal highways, much He was a former city engineer.
Monday's sales totaled 1,181
Interest In Coming
traveled by Princeton and CaldMr. McChesney and Billy Mc- buried at sea.
head. Medium butcher cattle
Election
Eldridge entered the Navy well county folk in times of
topped at $12; baby beeves at Connell were delegated by the
A temperature between 40
Fair board to attend the Lexing- Nov. 17, 1934, and
$14.50; and hogs at $13.20.
took his train- peace, will offer greatly improv- and 50 degrees F. is best for
ton Junior League Horse Show,
Caldwell county men and woed surfaces for motor traffic the temporary storage of most
til only recently, but after the Thursday, Friday and Saturday ing in Norfolk, Va., and then when driving restricti
ons can be fruits and vegetables.
men in the armed forces definCourt of Appeals decided the of this week, at their own ex- was assigned to the U. S. S. removed
.
itely want to vote in the presi- law was basically sound in giv- pense,
to invite horsemen com- West Virginia, on which he
Resurfacing of the Smithlanddential and congressional elec- ing these citizens the right to peting in that event to send enserved 4 years. He was then Iuka highway has been complettions this year and are giving 'vote, applications for the neces- tries here for the local show.
ed and traffic facilities over the
evidence of keen interest by sary ballots began pouring in.
(Continued from Page One)
They left this morning for Lex- transferred to the U. S. S. eight miles of
road are back to
Whitney,
mailing in requests for absenwhich was in Pearl
Most requests go first to ington.
were
doing things for service
normal, according to Lee Purtee ballots, County Clerk Philip Charles K. O'Connell, Secretary Home Economic Dept.
Harbor, when the Japs attacked. year, district highway
men and women.
engineer
.
Stevens said this week. Thus of State, Frankfort, who refers Classes Are Listed
After serving on the Whitney 2
The project was begun last
Quotas assigned counties in
Entries for the Home Econofar, Mr. Stevens has received them to the county court clerk,
approximately 40 such requests. to ascertain whether the appli- mics Department and competit- years, he was assigned to the November when grading and this district are: Caldwell, $5,destroyer U. S. S. Doran, vn ditching was completed. The 296.70; Chris tian, $17,550.90;
The question of whether a cants are registered
voters. ions must be made with Mary
Crittenden,
$2,092.90;
Kentucky law passed by the Those who have become 21 years Magureau, superintendent, n o t which he also served 2 years, road was closed late in 1943 and Trigg,
$1,011.20;
1944 Legislature permitting sol- old since their entry into the later than 10 o'clock Thursday, before being on the ship where reopened last April when the $3,014; Livingston,
diers, sailors, Marines, Coast services are not required to be Aug. 24, and be ready for the he was killed. He had been in resurfacing contract was award- Lyon, $2,302.90.
County chairmen present were
Guardsmen, Wacs and all others registered, according to the new judges by 1:30 that afternoon. several major battles, from Af- ed.
The new road cost in the Grayson Harralson, Caldwell;
Mrs. Annie D. McElroy is chair- rica to Sicily.
in the Nation's armed and aux- law, which covers also any
oth- man for the Textile
neighborhood of $100,000. It ex- Wilbur Wadlington, Lyon; L. D.
Section, with
iliary forces who will be absent er duly qualified voter
Eldridge is survived by his
who Mrs. Henry Sevison, Miss
Gwel- widow, a 'daughter, Barbara tends from a point four miles Chipps, Livingston; W. W. Runfrom the legal voting place elec- must be absent at the
time of dell Ordway, Mrs. Charles
Wil- Jean, his parents and 2 broth- from Smithland to Iuka, on the yan, Crittenden. W. H. Rawles 19
tion day to voters would be held voting, Mr. Stevens
said.
son and Mrs. Hugh Goodwin ers, William
constitutional was held up unHoward, Princeton, west bank of the Cumberland chairman for Trigg and George
A total of 28 names has been serving with
river, in Livingston county.
her. Prizes will be and James,
Duffer, for Christian.
U. S. Coast Guard.
awarded for Modern patchwork, He
The new road consists of a
H. Merle Drain and Saul
was a graduate of the 1933
modern applique, oldest quilt, class
at Central City and a mem- soil cement stabilization base grotsky will be campaign directtablecloth and spread, afgan, ber
of the First Baptist Church with a blacktop surface, replac- ors here, with Henry Sevison as
doilie s, knitting, embroidery,
ing a rough gravel surface. Now treasurer, Mr. Lowry announchere.
rugs.
receiving attention is the Cadiz- ed. The drive is scheduled to bePrizes also are offered for
Blackhawk road from the Black- gin October 9, throughout the
children's (under 12 years) R. T. Stephenson
hawk Inn, in the direction of Nation.
handmade articles such as
Word has been received here Princeton, is receiving
Others present at the supper
a rock
t owel s, kitchen holders, ker- of the death of R. T. Stephenson,
asphalt seal, a 60-pound treatchiefs, etc.
Abingdon, Va. He was the fath- ment. A water
bound base was
Other principal divisions of er of Mrs. J. L. Stegar, formerly
applied to the six miles of road
the department are dresses, fur- of Princeton, and Miss
Evelyn 2 years ago.
niture craft and best something Stegar, of Abingdon
.
out of nothing.
Mrs. D. W. Satterfield is supFor You To Feel Well
erintendent of the Foods Sect24 hours every day, 7 day• every
week, never stopping, the kidneys filter
ion of the Fair, with Mrs. HerHOMEMAKING SCHEDULE
waste matter from the blood.
man Lowery and Mrs. J. W.
If more people were aware of bow the
Friday, July 21, 2.00 P. M.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
kidneys must constantly remove surCrowe aiding her. Prizes will be
Bethany, with Mrs. Fred Easley.
plus fluid, excess acids and other waste
CHURCH
matter that cannot stay in the .blood
awarded winners in canning fo
Monday, July 24, 2 P. M., Hall
without injury to health, there would
Pastor—John N. Fox
fruits, vegetables and meats;for
be better underw•nding of why the
with
Mrs.
A.
_Horning
N.
.
Sunday Shcool, Supt. J. Leonwhole eystsm is upset when kidney, fail
baked foods, candie s, bread,
to function prop 'Mlf.
Tuesday, July 25, 2:30 P.
ard Groom.'
Burning,scanty or too frequent urinacakes, etc.
Cobb,
with
Mrs. Ray Adams.—
tion sometimes warns that something
Assistant Sunday School Supt.
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby is superis wrong. You may suffer nagging backWednesday, July 26, 2:30 P.
ache, headaches, diralnees, rheumatic
intendent of arrangement for the Mrs. Charles Curry.
pains, getting up at nights, .welling.
M. Fredonia, with Mrs. Lloyd
Sunday, July 23.
Why not try Doon'e 1'1147 You will
displays, Mrs. Gus Towery and
be
Wadlingt
using • medicine recommended the
on.
9:45
A.
M.—Chur
ch School.
Mrs. Roy Willingham, assisting.
country over. Deon'• stimulate the funcThursday
10:45
,
July
A.
27,
2:00 P. M.
tion of the kidney, and help them to
M.—Morning FellowChecking out clerks are Mrs.
flush out poisonous waste from the
blood. They contain nothing harmful.
Ray Martin, Mary Nell Fa'rmer, ship Message: "My Glory All Eddy Creek, with Mrs. W. H.
Get Doen's today. Um, with confidence.
Tandy.
The Cross."
At all drug stores.
sent by the Secretary of State
7:30 P. M.—Evening Hour of
for registration verification, all Worship Meditation: "Anchors
The largest type of animal
other requests for ballots having Set."
that ever lived on earth, the
come from the service men and
blue whale, still exists today.
Monday, July 24.
$6.85 and $7.50 women, the clerk
10:00 A. M.—Ladies Aid • Sostated. They
have come from camps in this ciety meets in the Annex.
country and from the far-flung
Wednesday, July 26
On all "fronts"... it's Crosby Squares. The man on the
battlefields of the South Pacific,
7:30 P. M.—Prayer and Study
"home front" has not been overlooked. These rich plain
Italy, England and France.
Fellowship.
toe military styles strike a responsive chord with men who
Mr. Stevens anticipates there
8:30 P. M. Choir rehearses.
may be as many as.
would tune themselves to the times. They radiate virile
Thursday, July 27
300 absentee
ballots sent by the Secretary of
3:00-7:00 P. M. Sunday School,
, beauty and healthful comfort. ileady for your inspection,
State to Caldwell county men Church picnic at the old Vincent
Other Military Styles $3.95 to $10
and women in their country's place on the Marion Road.
service, to enable them to vote
Mrs. Lester Paris, Mrs. Boyd
for the men of their choice seek
Saterfield. Judges of the Home
ing federal offices, if volume of
Economics divisions are Mrs.
"FINE SHOES - FITTED BY X-RAY"
requests continue at its present Dorothy
Burd, Mrs. ICathrine
rate.
Rice, Mrs. C. F. Engelhardt.

Greatly Improved

were: Mrs. L. D. Chipps, Mrs.
George Winn, Mrs. Pat Runyan,
Dr. J. J. Rosenthal, Chas. J.
White, R.'Y. Hooka, L. B. Piercy, Virgil Coleman, K. A. Johnston, Fiavius Brent, Bob Thompson, Thos. McConnell and G. M.
'ed ley.

FOR SALE

War Fund's Vital

At The Churches

MASONIC NOTIcg
Clinton Lodge N.
82 will
a called meeting 7:30
Friday night, July 21,
to
the first degree.
Ilrettgo
notice and attend.
F. M. Franklin,
G. W. Towery, stt,y.

2 DWELLINGS
Varmint Trace Road
North Donivan Street
— PRICED RIGHT
These Won't Last Long!

JOHN E. YOUNG, ACT.
The Coolest Spot In Town!

SUNDAY AND MONDAY

Homemakers

DOAN'S Pills

Slove7
ROSIE
O'GRRITI

TONIGHT AND FRIDAY

A SHOWFUL OF TUNEFUL,
DANCEFUL, COMEDYFUL,
STARFUL, ENTERTAINMENT!

Caidwell County

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
HUMAN EMOTIONS AT THEIR
PEAK!... CATASTROPHIC
POWERS OF NATURE AT
THEIR WILDEST! ...
Louis Bromfield's

In Meeting Its E Bond Quota
During The Fifth War Loan Drive

So This Community Can Go Over The lop
in Every Phase Of The Quota Assigned
This publicity made possible as a contribution to
the war

Dr. C.F. Engelhardt
Dr. W.L. Cash, Mayor
Boden hamers

THE RAINS
CAME
Starring

TYRONE POWER
MYRNA LOY
GEORGE BRENT

roktoese,:roor-ce.mowe Pwslt."- now
10
F'0
.6maci‘
..r"

•

S. Z

/

'0111
1.1101
1".
Directed

by David SAW.

Added Enjoyment!
POPEYE In "MARRY-GO-ROUND"
FOX MOVIETONE NEWS

Travelogue

SATURDAY-BIG TWIN BILL!

Novelty

YOU'LL BE TAKEN FOR A SLEIGH-RIDE
OF GIGGLES AND GAYETY!
...As Hen Mattes's
No. 1 hostas p
from Chasing Girls
to Chasiog Gangsters

In Color
Vitaphone

1*4‘

COMING! JULY 27-28
C

flu

8

effort by

Service Insurance Agency
Laneaves
The Lillie F. Murphy Store

NEWSREEL!
Pictures of
Robot Bombs
In Action

Merril!"
melodY

Carton

gitorit $10,000

Buy More E Bonds
This Month

Plus This Delightful Program of Shorts!

vl

AS MATRAC fill DiVOTED.-1

iise
tanea
**—N
fte
2nd. Feature
Wild West Action!
Wild West Thrills!

WAGON WHEELS WEST
A SANTA r'E WESTERN
Starring
ROBERT SBAYNE

AMGEN
.111116.EILLE
•IN•

IIIMO
,

s

*44, ;Mirror"!

0, 19

82 W41

.30 0,
1, to
threo

Women's Page

Phone 50
•

•

•

•

•

Dorothy Ann Davis

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Kv
•5

Society. Personals

, Mager

se..y.

Recent Bride

ich

Cotton, 1:
8041 Mrs. Elbert
Springs, announce the
•a their daughter,
U. S.
S-Sgt. Ted Rich,
corps, February 21, 1944.

ersonals

1 he Leader

Princeton Asked

Congratulates

(Continued from Page One)
isfaction because paper was not
moved promptly and, in some
instances, collectors couldn't get
id of it. This time, Mr. Curtis
has assured local leaders, large
trucks will haul all waste paper collected in next week's effort, or a railroad car will be
placed on tracks here to take
the Princeton offering to the paper mills.
Paper should be placed in
front of homes in residential

Mrs. Frances Eldred Kelly has _Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Hunsaker,
returned from Louisville, where Camp Campbell, visited relatives
Pfc. and Mrs. Harry 0. Patshe has been for several months. here Sunday.
tersran, on the birth of a son,
• • •
• • •
by
remony as performed
Richard, Orval, July 15. Pfc.
Miss Calla Humphries, Seven
EvansMies Norma Sue Cartwright is
•rt R. Cullen, at
Patterson
is stationed in PennOaks, has returned after three visiting relatives in Bowling
here the bride was
sylvania, and has been in the
at
plant
week's
defense
vacation
in New York Green this week.
in a
Army 2 years. Mrs. Patterson
City, New Jersey and other
of her marriage.
• • •
and little son are at the home
Princeof
eh, formerly
points of interest in the East.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Farmer
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
residing in Chicago
She was accompanied by Mrs. and Mrs. Herman Lowery are
George Holloway, Ratliff street.
ago.
years
3
enlisted
• • •
J.
C.
ne
Humphries, of Paducah. at Excelsior Springs, Mo., this
months
two
and
years
During heir visit they were the week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Young, MaPacific theater of war,
guests of_James Lock Hum• • •
rion, on the birth of twin daugh—
phries,rar technician and inj Rich is enrolled in a
ters, July 14, at Princeton HosMiss
Margaret
ChiMcCarty,
structor at Ft. Hancock, near cago, is visiting her parents, Mr.
t class at the Naval Air
pital. They have been named
Center,
Technical
New York City.
Bonnie Louise and Connie Chrisand Mrs. N. C. McCarty, Lamas• • •
ville, Fla., where they
tine.
co, and other relatives here.
home.
• • •
' their
Mrs. Charles McGrough and
• • •
Laura Katherine, have returned
Mr. and Mrs. James Justin
Mrs. Earl Smith and little
Before her marriage, July 3, from Mayfield, where they were daughter, Ann, of St. Louis, are
Rogers, Fredonia, on the birth
er For Bride-Elect
Seven-months-old M i oh a e 1 of a son, James Larry, July 13.
es B. C. Langley, Mrs. John Luke Quertermous called on account of the death visiting her parents, Mr. and
of
Mrs. McGough's mother.
Mrs. E. M. McCaslin and family, Alessi, son of Mr. and Mrs. Sam
was
Miss Frances Elizabeth
ce, Mrs. K. P. Hob• • •
Alessi, son of Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Main street.
an! Mrs. Bill Powell, Pa- Young. She is the daughter of
• • •
Lieut. James Thomas sppent
Aleefsi was found by Columbus,
Friday
shower
a
Mr.
and Mrs. William Young, last week-end with his wife, the
gave
__Miss Roberta Dalzell is the 0., police in a hotel,room where,
at 8 o'clock, in honor of Fredonia, and attended Stephens former Anna Belle Morgan, and guest of Miss Gene Tucker in police' said, he was being held
Mrs. Everett Jones, South
Hobgood,
Robbie Lou
Seminary street, underwent an
and
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Morgan, Louisville this week.
College, Columbia, Mo.
Alice
DetecMrs.
by
Drawdy.
engagement to T-Sgt. Re• • •
North Jefferson street.
tives said she admitted taking appendectomy Friday. Her conLowery was announced Lottie Moon
• • •
Circle
Mrs.
child from a Detroit beer dition is reported much imthe
Itstisey
Dorris,
Provof
R The shower was givproved.
Dr. James C. Humphries, in- idence, spent several days last parlor. (AP Wirephoto).
P.
of
K.
Mrs.
home
Members
Have Picnic
the
Boone Piercy, Highand Avestructor at Yale College, New week with her parents, the Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Eldred nue, underwent an operation
Members of the Lottie Moon Haven, Conn., Mrs. Norman and Mrs. J. F. Claycombe, E.
and sending gifts were Circle of the First Baptist Church
• • •
and son, Marshall Polk, will ar- Tuesday morning.
Market street.
-:s John N. Fox,. Harry
The condition of prs. Laban
•
•
•
Mrs.
Hosea
Morgan
and
little
rive Sunday for a two week's
their
held
annual
picnic at the
:din Mahan, Alfred Shore,
Kevil is unchanged.
son, Thomas Wayne, of Paducah,
Mrs.
and
Carneal
Mr,
A.
A.
visit with her mother, Mrs. HenCherry, Gayle Pettit, home of Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, are visiting her parents, Mr. and
have recently moved from DawR. Bennett, L. C. Lisman, Eddyville Road, Tuesday night. Mrs. Roy Rowland, Marion Road. son Springs to an apartment in ry Hale and other relatives here. Wipe lamp shades with a damp
• • •
Following the picnic, a devoCalloway, Allison Akin,
• • •
sudsy cloth, then 4with a cloth
Junior Officer's Quarters at U.
Krieger and dampened in clean water, and
Marshall
Mrs.
Smith, W. H. McElroy L. tional as led by Mrs. William
Mrs. Kelly Martin was a vis- S. Veteran's Hospital, Outwood,
ens. Lee Cardin, Albert Larkin, who was in charge of a visitor in Louisville this week. where Mrs. Carneal is employ- daughter, Barbara Ann, of finally completely dry. Work
• • •
, Philip Stevens, Leona the program. She read verses
Louisville, and Mrs. L. J. Pier- fast and make sure cloths are
ed as staff nurse.
too wet.
, Gus Dean....Charles El- from Isaaih, Chapter 42. Sub- -4 Mrs. James Ratliff and son,
• Si
daughter, -Martha Sue, not
sonr,and
the
of
ject
program
was "Island
rold Rudd, Login—LowJames Roy, of Lexington, are
and
Mrs.
Gofroth
A.
James
and
friends
with
Monday
spent
auk Wilson, Will Dunn, of the Pacific".
visiting her parents, Mr. and children, of Irwin, Tenn., \ are
Present were Mesdames John
relatives here. They are visiting
Dunn, R. B. Ratliff,
Mrs. Roy Rowland and other visiting_ her parents, Mr. and
Robert
Jr.,
WilLoftus,
Jacob,
their mother, Mrs. May Dorr
Blanche
Hobgood
, Dorris.
reatives here.
Mrs.
the
Charlie
of
Adams,
and aunt, Mrs. J. H. Nichols, of
• • •
tell, K. P. Hobgood, Bill liam Larkin, Howard McConnell,
Friendship community.
Grand Rivers. Mrs. Krieger is
and Briscoe Langley; Alvin Lisanby, Claude Koltinsky,
•
•
•
Miss Jayne Walker, _Camp
the former Angeline Dorr and
Virginia Morgan, Mary J. H. Arnold, and Alvin Lisanby; Campbell, is visiting her parMrs. C. M. Wood was the guest
• .very, Nancy B. Scrug- Misses Melville Young', Mary ents, Mr. and Mrs. Leo Walker, of Mr. and Mrs. Harold Wynn Mrs. Pierson, the former Elizabeth Dorr.
'.ige Boteler and Clara Wilson Baker and Gwendolyn N. Seminary street.
and grandson C. M. Wood III in
• • •
Booker.
• •, •
Providence last Thursday. Master
Mrs. Geprd Kevil, St. Louis,
The next meeting will be held
1 Mrs. Al Thomas Page spent Wood is visiting in Kentucky
Mo., left toZay after a visit with
Ind Mrs. W. E. Davis August 1, at the home of Miss several days in Evansville this while
his parents, Lieut. and Mrs. Mrs. Laban Kevil. Mr. Kevil
spent Snuday here Mary Wilson Baker, W. Main week, where Mr. Page is emWood are being transferred to a spent last week-end here.
street.
.dives.
ployed.
• • •
new naval station.
• • •
sttclstJr1etsIrdrtnll
Leonard Groom, Paducah,
Hostess At Dinner
Miss Phyllis Rowland was a spent last week-end with his
j Mrs. Bernice McCaslin Davis visitor in Frankfort one day family here.
• • •
was hostess at a dinner party this week.
• • •
at her home on W. Main Street
/B. M. Stone, Harry Joe Long
S
7
11
g I:
Tuesday at 6:30 o'clock, in honMiss Mary Quisenberry, Camp and N. H. Talley, Jr. left Sunday
•Seme directions on label
we:
or of Midshipman John Hamby, Breckinridge, spent last week- for New Orleans where they are
week.
Guests
Springs.
this
of Dawson
end with her parents, Mr. and spending
• ••
were Ann and Reg Phillips, Mrs. Major Quisenberry, WashDavison Springs; Suzanne Sparks, ington street.
VMr. and Mrs. W. L. Blades
• • •
Margaret Terry Davis, Bernard
and son visited Mr. and Mrs. H.
Linton and Midshipman Hamby.
Mrs. Major Quisenberry is in W. Blades here last week. They
Frankfort this week, visiting her left Sunday for Illinois to visit
daughter, Mrs. Lewis Litchfield her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Methodist Circle' No. 2
Alexander.
and family.

FOR WOMEN

suggests you try

URDU!

ummer Dress Clearance
Is Now On

"sale is timely, for you can wear these cool, sheer
er dresses for several months to come. In batseersucker, chambray, dotted swiss, solid white
broidery, spun rayon and gingham.

99

VALUES TO $6.50
NOW
REDUCED TO

-

ALUES TO $10.95
NOW

99

REDUCED TO

Parsley and celery leaves add
interest and color to many dishes when the leaves are finely
minced in and used in small
amounts.

REDUCED!

Hospital News

A 62-Year Record
of 2-Way Helps

streets, Mr. Morgan said, for
easy pick-up by trucks. Stores
and business places will be visited by representatives of the
Association
Merchants
Retail
and arrangements made to haul
off their paper salvage. Old files
and records are wanted also in
this urgent drive.

•

See our wide selection of slacks and slack
suits all colors and all sizes at these greatly
reduced prices.
Prices are also reduced on our summer
dresses and hats.
We are having a clearance of all these
items so as to make room for our new fall merchandise which is arriving daily.
You always receive a hearty welcome in
our store and our personnel is always ready to
help you select the very best from our quality
merchandise.

SRA & ELIZA NALL
One pound of WASTE PAPER Makes One
Shell Case.

BARNES CLEARANCE

Has Picnic Monday

Circle No. 2 of the Women's
Society of Christian Service of
the Ogden Methodist Church
met at 6:30 Monday evening at
the home of Mr. and Mrs.
George Pettit, Eddyville Road,
for a picnic.
picnic, Mrs.
Following the
Trice Yates, who was in charge
of the program, led the devotional with responsive readings
by Mrs. Grayson Harrelson, after which Mrs. C. H. Jaggers
read a poem, "The Congo." A
business session followed the
program.
Members present were Mesdames Thomas J. Simons, Salem
Jones, Trice Yates, George Martin, Jr., Homer Mitchell, Jack
Sartin, Howard Bennett, B. G.
Goodall, Henry Keeney, C.
Jaggers,. Howard Rice, Grayso
Harrelson, W. 0. Towery, an
Lucille Couch. Guests were Mr
James G. Ratliff, Lexington, an
Dorothy Ann Davis.

•.•••• 5111••
d.

MID-SUMMER

CLEARANCE!
REDUCED! MEN'S

Monday, July 21

Entire Remaining
Stock of
SUMMER DRESSES

Men's work straw hats
Out they go for this low price. Don't wait, buy now.

25c
Excitingly figure-flattering dresses to wear
throughout the many hot days ahead. Every
wanted style in printed crepes, butcher linen
and solid crepes ... both one-piece and two-

MEN'S SPRING

MEN'S SPRING

SUITS

SPORT COATS
Now — while they last.

All wool at this low price.

piece styles.

$16.00

$5.00

CLOSED

STRAWS

WORK

REDUCED BOYS

MEN'S SPORT,

SLACK SUITS

SHIRTS

A real buy for Boys

All short sleeve shirts out
they go.

Formerly $10.95;

895

Reduced to

$100

$1.50 to $3.00

Formerly $1995 andi095
WE'RE OUT TO CLEAR 'EM OUT

$17.95; now

Infants and Little Tots SPORT WEAR
Big selection of Jimmies, crawlabouts and smartalls.

Formerly $21.95;

73c to $1.00

FOR

Reduced to

1

Going! Going, Just 18 Men's

MOVING
announcement.
Watch next week's Leader for opening

Bodenhamer's

SPORT SETS •
These are marked to sell now, a real buy for the men.

$3.50 to $6.00
BUY MORE WAR BONDS!
Now While They Last

Here's Your Chance

LADIES

FELT BASE

BLOUSES

RUGS

$1.00 to $1.50

9ft. x 12ft.
Good selection

You need blouses
We need space

DRY CLEANING

PENNEY'S ..
IN,N11••••M,

$3.95
PRINCETON, KY.
.r...1••••••

•,kr•

if

THE EXCLUSIVE LADIES' STORE
HOPKINSVILLE

•
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$300 Offered In
Forestry Prizes

State Moves To
Guard livestock
Highway Patrolmen
To Inspect Shipments
Yards Must Disinfect Pens
As a means of preventing diseased livestock being shipped
into Kentucky, State Highway
patrolmen will inspect shipments
by truck to determine whether
they have the necessary health
certificates.
The agreement, made between
Agriculture Commissioner Elliott
Robertson and Highway Commissioner J. Stephen Watkins,
was announced at a meeting of
the State Agriculture Board.
That body took an additional
step to decrease losses to farmers by ordering that livestock
yards disinfect • pens, loading
chutes and other places where
cattle are held, two days before
each sales day with a disinfectant approved by the U. S. Bu•
reau of Animal Industry.
State Veterinarian L. L.
Break said as soon as patrolmen can be given summaries of
regulations, probably in a few
days, the inspection will begin.
Commissioner Watkins explained the patrol can stop trucks
and look at their certificates in
carrying out their regular highway duties.

Girl 'Chute Champ
Packs 'Em Up Now
(AP Features)
Ft. Benning, Ga.—A.P.—Marie
McMillin had to stop bailing out
of planes when the war started,
so now she's doing the next best
thing possible connected with
parachutes—she's rigging 'em for
Uncle Sam's paratroopers.
Marie, now Pvt. McMillin of
the WACS, became a parachute
jumper in 1930, got a pilot's license in 1932 and from then on
lived an exciting life of bailing
out, flying, stunting and wing
walking.
By December 6, 1941, when she
made her last jump, she had registered 690 leaps, which, says Ft.
Benning, far surpasses the wartime record of any paratrooper.
The most momentous was a 1932
jump from 24,800 feet, a record
that still stands for women chutists.
Marie joined the WACs a year
ago and when the Fort Benning
paratrooper school opened its
first class for women riggers,
Marie was in it. Now she's section leader in the maintenance
department at Lawson Field.

Training For Bigger Game
(By Associax I Press)
Alexandria Army Field La.—
Cpl. Grady Kelly was "totin' a
gun" on this airfield site years
ago when the runways were
part of a plantation and he was
a boy hunting squirrels on h:s
father's farm. Now a 22-year-old
engineer-gunner, Kelly lets his
plane carry the gur.

Africans Collect Rubber
Salisbury, Rhodesia.—African
villagers of the KawambWa district have collected nearly 9,000
pounds of rubber for the war
effort in 15 months. The stherne
in trganized by th.. local chiefs.
Six turkey producers in Harrison county have increased
their flocks from 50 to 100 percent this year, all raising the
bronze broad-breasted type.

Caldwell Farmers Have
Good Chance For
Tom Wallace Award

Name of Voter

Residence
Woodland owners of Kentucky will have the opportunity this
year to win a substantial money
award for progress in care and
management of their timber.
This prize known as the Tom
Wallace Award for Farm Forestry, is $200 first and $100 second. Announcement is made by
The Courier-Journal and The
Louisville Times and all entries
should be sent in care of that
office in ..Louisville not later
than midnight November 15.
.Prizes will be awarded on the
basis of brief reports of about
DEMOCRATIC PARTY
300 words showing the action
im'Election Held Saturday, August 5, 1914
taken during 1944 toward
proving condition of the woodlands. Judges will particularly
consider the following points,
For United States Senator
but action on all of them is not
JULE W. APPEL,
necessary to qualify for one of
17-YEAR-OLD CHARGED WITH BIGAMY—John E. Lee (left), the awards: (1) Protection of the
Erlanger, Ky.
Indianapolis,
at
Bain
William
Judge
told
bigamy,
17, charged with
woods from fire and grazing.
the
from
float
from
him
paratroopers
divorced
wife
second
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Ind., he thought marrying his
TO BATTLE JAPS—Yank
(2) Improvement through re- DESCEND
Paducah, Ky.
first one. Lee was put on probation. At right is his father, Richard moving poor tree s, leaving transport planes to assist in the capture of Noemfoor Island, off
Guinea, which U. S. forces occupied July
Lee, of Gallatin, Tenn.(AP Wirephoto)•
young thrifty trees to grow, and the coast of Dutch New
L. BOONE HAMILTON
to earth in the middle of beach
dropping
are
Americans
The
2.
planting trees in open spots.
Frankfort, Ky.
Royal Australian Air
from
Wirephoto
(AP
operations.
landing
(3) Well-planned marketing and
BROOKS L. HARGROVE,
utilization of timber and wood. Force).
Louisville, Ky.
(4) Planting of trees on land unmunity has grown from a tent
week.
(By Gladys Ruth Moore)
'Do The Same Good Job
suited to crops.
JOHN FRANKLIN JONES, ri
store at the crossroads of two
Mr. Willis Butts was a week- -Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Turley,
Announcement of the contest Your Dads Did!'
Mayfield, Ky.
Rachel
Territory
Indian
raveled
well
end guest of his parents, Mr. Mrs. Ella Turley, Miss
to
damage
great
the
points out
(By ASSOCIatt '1 Preis)
visited
John
Mr.
Turley
Henry
Oklahoma's
of
one
into
roads
woodlands by fire and intenWILLIAM O'CONNOR,
and Mrs. John Butts.
Advanced Headcivarters NorMr. John Henery Turley visited sive grazing of livestock. It also
Jackson, Ky. ,
important cities. It was at the
Rev. and Mrs. Charles Henoff
take
didn't
Joe
mandy—GI
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hunt and Miss emphasizes money lost by farmdrix, of McKenzie. Tenn., were Ida Belle Turley in Evansville, ers in selling timber by bound- for France with rat someone to junction of the California trail
JOHN J. THOBE,
Covington, Ky.
Sunday afternoon guests of Mr. Ind., Sunday.
ary and permitting cutting of bid him farewell and God Bless and the Texas road.
and Mrs. Raymond Moore.
Jimmie Ray, of Evansville, was everything which will make a You. He went off to war with
Miss Mary Ellen Boaz was a a week-end guest of his par- tie or piece of lumber.
the farewells an•1 blessings of
For Representative In Convent
FALSE TEETH
week-end guest of her parents, ents, Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Ray.
"This is like cutting tobacco persons young and old.
Boaz.
0.
D.
says
Mrs.
high,"
and
foot
a
only
Mr.
That Loosen
Mrs. Glen More is visiting Mr. when it is
M. E. GELBERT,
'I don't go fa- the mush,'
the announcement. "The farmer
Mr. T. A. Bugg is very ill at and Mrs. C. W. Moore.
Paducah, Ky.
Need Not Embarrass
said T-4 Edward J. Bowers,
should know how to estmate
his home here.
Many wearers of false teeth
Kansas City, Ma , "but I got a
WALTER 0. PARR,
board feet in standing trees, to
Mrs. Manola Yancey is visiting
in my have suffered real embarrassfeeling
funny
kinda
Paducah, Ky.
measure board feet in logs,
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Louis
dropplate
their
because
ment
where best markets are, and throat when 'hese Engl..: falk ped, slipped or wabbled at just
Baker.
MARION T. McCARTHY,
what is a fair market price. The stood in front n: their home.; the wrong time. Do not live in
spent
King
Miss Bonnie Jean
Marion, Ky.
and waved us gractdbya.
you.
proshould
cutting
of
to
method
happening
this
of
fear
a few days last week. at Kutta"Many of them said 'We told Just sprinkle a little FASTEETH,
vide for leaving young trees and
NOBLE J. GREGORY,
Dear Leader:
wa G. A. Camp.
your fathers goodbye. Do the the alkaline (non-acid) powder,
Mayfield, Ky.
Somewhere in New Guinea. I seedlings to grow for another
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Hunsaker,
good job they did.' "
on your plates. Holds false teeth
of Camp Campbell were Sunday know you people are surprised cut at some not-too-far-distant
more
feel
they
so
firmly,
more
guests of her mother, Mrs. Flor- to hear from me. Well, hello. time."
comfortable. Does not sour.
Farmers and other woodland Tent Store Origin
ence Parr.
Hope you remember me. I would
Perforate Here
Checks "plate odor" (denture
nearby
find
Caldwell
of
owners
(By Associated Press)
Miss Dorothy Brasher is visit- like to get in touch with my
breath). Get FASTEETH at any
advantspecial
a
have
counties
McAlester, Okla. — This corn-drug store.
ing relatives in Dycusburg this brother, John. If you could get
age in this contest by having at
in touch with him, please give their
service the local Farm i iii
............11111111111111116411111111.111111111111.111.11.1111.....11611......
......uslimitttommano
Name of Voter
him my address, or this letter.
Mines Still Dot
No. . . .
Forestry office at Princeton. f
in Pearl Harbor, Decemwas
I
Invasion Beaches
This office is assisting woodland
Residence
i Beg.
ber 7, 1941p and am still going,
(AP Features)
owners in good business manage- love
would
But
say.
to
much
not
France
In
Army
With U.S.
ment of their timber.
—A.P.—The original battle for to get some mail from all of you.
STATE OF KENTUCKY
Further information on the
wishes
Happy
Best
luck.
and
Normandy beachheads is over
COUNTY OF CALDWELL, — Set.
contest can be obtained through
Pettit.
Landing,
Coleman
but risk is still there. A veteran
the county agent or by writing
I, Philip Stevens, clerk of the County Court of the C
captain of port engineers who My address,
to Forest Service, Princeton, Ky.
State aforesaid, do certify that the above and foregoing ni
One Group Of
had been here since D-day plus Pvt. Coleman Pettit, 39864399
and correct copy, of the Official Primary Ballot to be votarli
rich with natural resources,
two stepped on a land mind 100 APO 711-271 REPL Co.
SPRING and SUMMER
Democratic Primary Election, to be held on Saturday,
blackened by the creed of dicyards from shore and was killed. %Postmaster,
1944.
tatorship and domination, where
"Those things are all over," San Francisco, Calif.
Given under my hand this the 14th day of July, 1944
no form of christianity now exshrugged a military policeman.
ists, with this and many more
"We have areas roped off where Somewhere In France
examples of the things, we as
we know they are planted but 6-27-44
we have been so busy cleaning Dear Editor:
a God-fearing, peace loving
Sizes 9 to 15 and 12 to 20
up for traffic to the front we
Several times within the last race, hate.
haven't had time to get them months, I have read many editI do not think I am being unValues to 910.95.
out."
orials published in prominent justly optimistic when
I say
Clerk, Caldwell Count]
papers in the U. S. elaborately that these experiences will only
outlining proposed plans to com- tend to make us more appreciaBlind Woman Opens
bat the criminal wave that is tive and devoted to the way of
Eyes of War Workers
predicted as the result of the re- Democracy, when we return as
(By Associated Press)
turn of us men, whom the wri- civilians.
Syracuse, N. Y.—Sightless Mrs. ters of these articles have
I am a native Caldwell counLillian H. Skutt uses four tele- described as trained killers.
tian and received my education
phones day and night to open
ONE GROUP OF COTTONS
The best retaliation to these there, therefore I eagerly await
the eyes of other people.
Sizes 9 to 15 and 12 to 20
very untrue assaults on the fu- the arrival of every issue of the
For two years, she has oper- ture of the veterans of this war, Leader, always being impressed
Values to ;10.95.
ated an "awakening" service for was the address delivered to the by the splendid contributions
Name of Voter
war workers without alarm Kiwanis Club, by Chaplain Wyle, toward the war efforts by the 1
All Sales Final.
clocks. Her call schedule is as detailed in the April 27 issue people there at home. Being a
All Sales Cash.
done in Braille.
Residence
Reg. Na
No Refunds.
of your paper which I have just veteran of N. Africa and Sicily,
received. I sincerely feel he with almost two years service
Perforate Here
Fifty pounds of waste paper spoke for every man, here and in an active theatre. I do not
will make 735 cartons for emer- at various other
fronts, when he hesitate to say the unity of the
gency life boat rations.
illustrated that it is our earnest home front with the forces has
desire to make good, stalwart been directly responsible for
citizens, at the end of this war helping to overcome many ob910 South Main Street
and to live in the way we are stacles, toward a final and deciHopkinsville
Kentucky
so valiantly fighting to pre- sive victory.
serve.
Respectively,
.6.111111111111111111111111......111111.1111111111111111111111111111101.111111111/1611111601111111I0111111/11111111111.111611111lllll.1141111.16iiiiiiiiiiiiiii 111111111111011111/..1111111...ft
Many of us have seen very
S. Sgt. Jewell E. Holt,
beautiful countries, substantial, American Expeditionary Forces

OFFICIAL PRIMARY BALLOT

Fredonia Valley News

Letters To The
Leader Editor

DRESSES
$317

Summer Dresses

EDUCATIONAL BALL

OFFICIAL PRIMARY BALLOT

N-GIRW
For United States Senator

Paper That Room

ITS PEPSI, GET WISE
Penal-Cola Company. Lena Island City. N. Y.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola nopkinsvule notunig Company
•••••.....1•66.M.6.6•1111..66.1111.466M.4.4111•1111.1

NOTICE!

COSTUME JEWELRY

It is easier to get a hanger now and they are
not so rushed as in the spring.

CLARENCE BARTLETT,
Hartford, Ky.
G. TOM HAWKINS,
Praise, Ky.
JAMES PARK,
Lexington, Ky.
SILAS A. SULLIVAN,
Jamestown, Ky.

For a limited time only we will offer for sale a large
selection of our fine and unusual costume jewelry at ...

We have kept our stock up to full capacity
Selections are as complete as at any time.
Name of Voter.

Drivers limo will be on sale
through July 31.

This is an excellent opportunity to own an original
piece of Nettie Rosenstein, Hattie Carnegie, Trifari and
many other unusual makes at quite a saving. This sale
does not include our entire stock.

No. .. .Residence

Buy Now

Leona Trader

JEWELRY, SILVER, CHINA, CRYSTAL

CIRCUIT COURT CLERK

Hophineville

Avoid the Rush

STATE OF' KENTUCKY
COUNTY OP' CALDWELL, — Set.
I, Philip Stevens, clerk of the County Court of the C
State aforesaid, do certify that the above and foretolng
and correct copy, of the Official Primary Ballot to be voted!
Republican Primary Election, to be held on SaturdaY. A
1944.
Given under my hand this the 14th day of AO,

Clerk, Caldwell C

Y, July

20,1944
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Kentucky Returns
To Gridiron Wars
Bennett
sr W,1:1,11 II.
Writer)
Features
kp
German radio reported
unerican planes have re...winged bombs" in the
of small gliders in atHamburg
on Cologne and
American
• recent weeks.
orces headquarters declin-d
German broadeat on the

Ky. Farm News

propelled aerial torpedoes,
Griffith Bros., in Crittenden
neither new nor
ver, are
American inventors de- county, farrowed 69 pigs from
them during World War eight sows in houses on a hillpatents were issued to side with the loss of only, one
Gen- pig from over-laying.
F. Kettering of the
To relieve
the.
uipMent
Vows Research Corp., and
nee Burt Sperry of the shortage in Meade co ty, farmers listed 58 piece
for sale
Gyroscope Co.
with the county agent.
gulio-Controlled
Farmers in Madison county
"robot" planes directed
by huge used more than twice as much
ta the target
aircraft which could re- bluestone on their tobacco a ASK DEWEY TO APPROVE FEDERAL BALLOT—New York City representatives of Citizens Nonyear ago, and five times that
50 to 100 miles away, out
Partisan Committee for Servicemen's Vote arrive in Albany, N. Y., to ask Gov. Thomas E. Dewey to
are two years ago.
approve the federal ballot for servicemen overseas. Moss Hart, chairman of group, asked Dewey
•e of anti-aircraft fire,
arCarlisle
Bruchiss,
county
farmers
used
Louis
to "grant an interview to the delegation of discharged veterans who made this request." (AP Wirebed by
four
new
carloads
of
a
in
commemrcia
photo).
t engineer
"Aircraft, Armament," to fertilier this year.
It is estimated that 85 percen
blished 'by Aerosphere,
September. of the corn planted in Owes
New York, in
robot planes, Bruchiss county this spring was hybri,
could have folding wings seed.
In Logan and Simpson counwage, small cheap engines,
ties,
more than 6,000 chickem
gyro-pilot
a
tanks,
fuel
bei mechanism controlled are being raised by 777 Negrc
o. The pay load could be 4-H club boys and girls.
A
hayfield that produced
expplosive or smoke
2,000 bales on the farm of Ray
gas, set off by radio.
use of their accuracy, they Neely in Logan county in 1943
:y could hay a greater was completely destroyed by
v value than the Nazi army worms this spring.
In Robertson county, where
ess planes" which, it is
, cannot be controlled interest in beef cattle is on the
increase, three farmers recently
aunt:ling.
A. H. Arnold, head of bought rgistered bulls.
Twelve carloads of pulpwood
r"fly Air Forces, says, how-.
that accurate precision have been sold by farmers in
g from planes over the Montgomery county.
outweighs what the ro- , Farmers in Menifee county
are planning to save their balbo
add do.
crew of a mother ship, rye for seed, but a shortage is
says, would lower the anticipated.
Mrs. Ed Paxton of Edmonplane on a special hook
the fuslage, open and son county has cleared around
le wings, start the engine, $3 on each of her hens this year.
the radio controls and re_
lt for free but controlled How To Wash
REMAINS OF A FLYING BOMB—Home guard and RAY workers remove the casing of a flying
within the visual range
Your Curtains
bomb from the Regent Palace hotel annex in London where it crashed and exploded recently. The
radio- control operator.
By Vivian Brown
hotel suffered blast damage, but none of the guests was killed. (AP Wirephoto).
Bomber Escorts
AP Feature Writer
;lug a load set off at will,
In early England, coins someUse moderate heat when cookNo matter how time stained, the job of shampooing curtains
bot planes could be used
because you lock a wringer, ing eggs so as not to toughen times were cut in halves or
glass
your
bedraggled
and
dingy
rts, be directed into forchances are you can a turkish towel can pinch-hit the protein.
quarters to make change.
of enemy aircraft to curtains,
them into crisp im- helpfully on the job of getting
transform
screen
smoke
t attack by
window decorations
annihilate them by explo- maculate
rid of excess moisture.
that will give a lift to the enand • To achieve a crisp, satiny
Shampooing
room.
tire
robot ppanes cannot be
glass curtains is easy, texture when starching add a
he says they could be starching
if you lack a wring- cake of prepared wax-like prodeven
do
to
cheap
uced of simple,
device, if uct to each quart of light
AT THE
stretching
a
and
er
'n-durable materials. Small
few simple starch mixture to insure your
a
follow
you'll
carried one or two to a
iron against dragging and pullship, they would pre- rules.
Shake out all the dirt you ing that strains the fabric.
Ificult targets to anti-airA simple technique to get
soak in lukewarm water
Featuring selected, tested 5 gallon Army cans to which
gunners and enemy fight- can,
shape
for 15 minutes before washtime the curtains back in
we have a new type heavy duty pour spout. They are built
stretching
a
stains. Next, make a again if you lack
like a battleship ... will last for years.
adaptable to protect to loosen
inches of heavy suds. device is to take dimensions
g when released from couple of
HERE ARE NEW ITEMS TOO!
White or colored curtains will carefully ahead of time and afhave a brighter look it you dis- ter the shampoo, pin them to a
$1.95 per pair
COVERALLS
solve bluing flakes directly in sheet fastened to a rug or flat
STEEL BOXES for tools or fishing tackles
cur-hanging
surface. Straight
your suds.
$1.50 to $2.25
two sixes from
The temperature of the wa- tains can be put back in shape
in
ter for white cotton curtains by inserting a curtain rod
should be as hot as the hand the bottom hem as well as the
can bear. Fast-colored cottons top.
and linens should be washed in
Increases of fertilizer used for
water warm or comfortable to
grains sur:1 raw crops in
small
rayons
and
silks
and
hand,
the
county have almost
Caldwell
washTwo
water.
in lukewarm
1943.
ings in soapy water may be doubled over that used in
Farmers in Magoffin county
necessary if the curtains are
chickens
very dirty. Next give the cur- are raising as many
this year as last, despite feed
tains two clear rinses.
If you have been begging off prices.

IT'S 5 gal. CAN WEEK

Country Boy Carnival of Bargains

Agent
MAIN ST.

NOTICE, CAR OWNERS!

High Score for
Kentucky Wools
The National Wool Marketing
Corporation of Boston, Mass.,
which handles the pooled wool
of Kentucky, recently made this
report:
"The first appraisals of the
Kentucky pool yielded 61 cents
a pound on the quarterblood
4 cents on the three/
and 611
eighths-blood.
"The wool was very choice in
every respect, and the shrinkage
was placed as low as 38 percent
on the quarterblood.
"Indications point to a much
larger tonnage pooled in Kentucky than in previous years"

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE

TEL. 54

Princeton, Ky.

Just Received

WILLIAMS GARAGE

AT CORNICK OIL CO.

Hopkinsville Street

DEAD STOCK - HORSES, MULES
COWS, HOGS AND SHEEP
Your dead stock is needed for grease to
make explosives.
We render grease to help defeat the Axis.
We remove promptly and free of charge.
oo
your part by calling.

Kentucky Rendering Works
Telephone: Morganfield 239 or
Uniontown 55
COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE

John E. Young, Agt
Phone 1.5
Princeton. Ky.
aumagrow wewentaonsmow

WEST MARKET ST. - PRINCETON, KY.

A. Woodall

ell made 5 house dresses,. 2
night gowns, 12 aprons, 2 sunbonnets, 3 night shirts, 3 pair of
pillow cases, 2 mattress tovers,
two dozen tea towels, a quilt
cover, 6 blanket covers, and
awnings for a screened-in back
porch.

How Mrs. R. C. Powell of
Fleming county has made garments and household
articles
Wildcats Schedule
so attractive they would never
Nine Games With Top be recognized as having
been
Teams Of South
feed bags, is told by
Miss
Kentucky's Wildcats will re- Kathryn Sebree, county
home FOR SALE: Old newspaper..
turn to the gridiron this fall demonstration agent. Mrs. PowLeader Office.
with a nine-game schedule
which will include such old and
popluar rivals as Georgia, V.M.I.,
Alabama and Tennessee.
The team will meet three new
opponents, opening in Lexington
in a night game against Old
Miss. Sept. 23, and meeting
Carnegie Tech of Pittsburgh and
Mississippi State.
For the first time in modern
history, Tennessee, traditional
We have a supply of used tubes, third
rival of the Wildcats, will be
met twice, on a home-and-home
grade tires, also assortment of used automobile
basis. The Volunteers will be
the Cats' second opponent of the
season in the Knoxville game
parts.
Sept. 30, and the closing opponent in the Lexington game,
.
Nov. 25.
A 1933 Plymouth radiator and Grid all
The complete schedule follows:
Sept. 23____University of
ready to put on different sizes of wheels. All
Mississippi__ at Lexington
(night)
at
Sept. 30____Tennessee
kinds of tire repairs.
Knoxville
at
Oct. 7____Carnegie Tech
Lexington
We do all kinds of mechanical work inOct. 13____Georgia____at Athens (night)
cluding fenders and body work. A good meat
Oct. 21____V.M.I
Lexington
chanic at all times.
at
Oct. 28____Alabama
Alabama
Nov. 4___Mississippi State at
Fresh Supply Cup Grease, 10 and 25 lb. Pails
Memphis
Nov. 11Open
Nov. 18____West
Lexington
at
Nov. 25____Tennessee
Lexington

surface vessels, the robot plane
in his mind will be used primarily as a bomber-based flying
bomb.
Bruchiss is a member of the
Institute of Aeronautical Sciences, Army Ordnance association,
the U. S. Naval institute and
the American Rocket Society.

Tobacco
HAIL
Insurance

Makes Garments
From Feed Bags

EVERY FARM
MACHINE

It takes thousands
of telephone calls
to build a bomber

MUST FIGHT THIS WAR
FOR VICTORY
An Idle machine is as much a saboteur as
a fighter who'd lay down his gun! Make
every piece of machinery on your farm fit
to take part in the fight—producing food
for freedom. Expert repair is your answer.
Of course you can get the parts you need—
right here! Uncle Sam equips his front line
soldiers—so he's equipping his farm front
soldiers too! Without your farm production
there can be no Victory!

Shipment

FORD'S AIR LINER
• If you have farm equipment
that is beyond repair—turn it
In for scrap. And apply to your
county USDA board for the new
machinery you need.

BRING YOUR TRACTORS AND MACHINERY HERE FOR ALL NEEDED REPAIRS! . . . Two expert mechanics, Floyd
Byrd and Claude Gray, are ready to serve
you at all times.

...and this country is
making more bombers than ever before
Ammonium Nitrate
Bale Ties
Barbed Wire
Poultry Fence
Seed Potatoes
In Hopkinsville, It's

For Farm Supplies
TASTE

Tzar'

More planes, more ships, more of everything For
war mean more Long Distance calls. And right
now things are moving double-quick.
Today with war in its critical stage, everyday
is a rush day for Long Distance telephone lines.
You can help keep the limes clear for war calls
by making only really urgent calls.
More calls get through quicker when everybody helps that way.

SOUTHERR BELL TELEPRORE RAD TELEGRAPH COMPAR9

CLAUDE ROBINSON
HOPKINSVILLE ROAD

'

PHONE 127-J

•01111i

Thursday, -uI ,y
I 20,

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky
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Graduated By Army
Air Gunnery School

Caldwell Sunday
School Convention
Scheduled Friday

Boy Scout Camp
Near Owensboro
Closed For Week

Claude Gray hag
Guard, left Friday for San
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Mothers

Prices Fixed On
New Potato Crop

CLASSIFIED ADS

Dr. W. L. Cash, Chairman
A. G. Hubbard, Secretary
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GINGER WAFERS
Marble

COOKIES
Crescent Furniture

POLISH

Scott County

CUT BEETS

No. 2 can 10
(

MacGowan's

HOT SAUCE

9
bottle (

Cleans windows without water

8 oz. bottle

American Ace

WINDEX

23(
lb. 32c

MATCHES, box 4c, 6 boxes
Drip or regular

TODAY'S COFFEE
Enjoy it hot or cold
Staley's-1 lb. size pkg. Sc

CUBE STARCH

2 pkgs.

15(

15f

6 oz. bottle

Wonderful summer cereal

WHEATIES

8 oz. pkg. 11
(

Small red

BEANS

i

rinceton Shoe C

GET READY FOR

Cracken Good

SODA CRACKERS

FI,•ecy White

A delicious confection

LAUNDRY BLEACH /
1
2 gal. btl 25f

HONEY CHILE

29(
pkg. 9(

2 lb. box

Sea Side large

LIMA BEANS

2 lb. pkg. 79
(

Duff's

GINGER BREAD MIX

pkg.

23(

Only add water, delicious gingerbread

A splendid all purpose flour

1 .17

LITE FLAKE FLOUR 25 lb. bag 3
Dainty—makes delicious pancakes

PANCAKE FLOUR

2 pkgs.

GRAPEFRUIT
Crisp, Michigan

CELERY
Georgia's haat

WATERMELONS

stalk

121(
Ai

lb. 14

_FRESH PEAS
Posey Calmly—average

size

CANTAtOUPES

11/C

Long white California

POTATOES lb. Sc, 10 pounds

49(

Fresh fruit, fresh vegetables, fresh meats. More for your Money all the time.
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ca's No.1 war-need now, and badly needed to make MORE paper for war

Your WASTE PAPER is
needed BADLY for WAR!

use, and home use. Please follow these collection instructions:

One pound of WASTE PAPER
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makes one shell case.
Put it all out on the curb in front of your home early next Friday morning
where it will be picked

up by a truck and hustling Boy Scouts. Round up

your paper NOW.

Two pounds of WASTE PAPER
makes one V-Box container for food.

One pound of WASTE PAPER
makes 15 life boat emergency
containers.

Uncle Sam's Appeal Must
Be Met Here!
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Tender Green
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APER COLLECTIO
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FRESH.FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
Sweet seedless

Big One-Day, House-To-House

truck next Friday. This means newspapers (even today's) — magazines
— cardboard boxes — wrapping paper — waste-basket paper. It's Ameri-
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Gather up all waste paper around home, and have it ready for the pick-up

lb. 8c, 2 pounds 15
(
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PRINCETON'S

Nothing better than good old Pumpkin Pie. Buy it while you can get it.
Large No. 21
/
2 can 15c, 2 for 29c
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A HAPPY, CAREFREE "REGULAR"!

FEMALE PAIN

PUMPKIN PUMPKIN PUMPKIN
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Dr. Hallie C. Watt
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Paper Is__Now_Our No.1
War Need!
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One pound of WASTE PAPER
makes 12 cartons to hold
tracer bullets.

15 .50-cal.

THIS NEWSPAPER will make
several Ration R boxes or cartridge link
belts.

Twelve pounds of WASTE PAPER
, will make the rings, fins, top and bottom for a 500-lb. bomb.
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This Advertisement Sponsored By

MELVIN FRALICK
(Mgr. Market St. Red Front Store)
SERVICE INSURANCE AGENCY

Own,

REFINERY SALES CORP.
CLAUDE P'POOL
SULA AND ELIZA NAIL

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
CORNICK OIL CO.
C. A. WOODALL INS. AGENCY
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